Specialized Studies in Advanced Economic Analysis
DIS Approval Form

**Student:** Please fill out the top portion of the form and give it to the professor with whom you would like to do a DIS. Be sure to discuss your DIS with the professor prior to filling out this form. Once the professor has filled out the bottom portion of the form, please give it to the Undergraduate Director for approval.

Student’s Name: ____________________________________

Professor’s Name: _________________________________________________________________

Title of the DIS: __________________________________________________________________

Brief Description of the DIS:


**Professor:** Please indicate whether you consider this DIS to be appropriate for satisfying requirements for Specialized Studies in Advanced Economic Analysis. DIS is considered appropriate for satisfying requirements for Specialized Studies in Advanced Economic Analysis if it provides the student with knowledge and skills that are useful for advanced economics studies, such as a Ph.D. in Economics.

_____ I certify that this DIS is appropriate for satisfying the requirements for Specialized Studies in Advanced Economic Analysis

Signature of Professor __________________________ Date: __________________

Signature of UG Director: ________________________ Date: __________________